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Abstract: This presentation proposes that the concept of wicked problems can serve as a framework for examining institutional recordkeeping behavior. In particular, wicked problems are a useful lens for understanding how institutions that attempt to address broad, complex societal problems are documenting the environments and communities with which they are engaged. Wicked problems are characterized as societal challenges that are complex, vitally important, ill defined, and “rely upon elusive political judgment for resolution.”[1] Poverty, crime, and climate change are frequently considered types of wicked problems. Understanding and describing wicked problems is closely tied to conceptualizing solutions to these broad issues. This understanding shapes how organizations document complex environments as they are prompted to measure indicators that are closely linked with what they perceive as meaningful sources of problems and solutions.

This conceptual discussion is driven by a case study of province reports produced by US advisors during the Vietnam War. Understanding counterinsurgencies as a wicked problem helps to illustrate how civil and military leaders’ conceptualization of an insurgency shapes what they measure and how they measure it. Using content analysis to examine a selection of province reports and the rules that governed these reports, this study examines the recordkeeping behavior factors that shaped these reports using the frame of wicked problems.

The presentation reviews these conceptual frameworks, the case study methodology, and preliminary results of the project. The goal of this case study is to generate observations that may serve as transferrable lessons for understanding how organizations document complex environments today.
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